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The magnetic moments of the single-crystal garnets Yb, 9 „Bio,Ca„Fe~ „Si„O», with O~x (1.4, have

been determined between 4.2 and 295'K, in magnetic fields up to 15 kOe. Using the molecular-field

model and assuming a random distribution of the substituted ions with a random distribution of
canting angles, the temperature dependence of the spontaneous magnetization of the Si+a-substituted
ytterbium iron garnet (YbIG) was explained. A theoretical fit to the experimental results was obtained
using the exchange parameters of pure YbIG, assuming they are the same for the substituted crystals.

I. INTRODUCTION

The interesting magnetic properties of the three-
sublattiee ferrimagnetic garnets and their applica-
tion to micromave devices or bubble memories
have stimulated much research on the growth and
magnetic characterization of multication rare- earth
iron garnet (BIG) crystals. The magnetic proper-
ties of pure BIG's were first measured and inter-
preted by Pauthenet, ~ using a collinear Weel fer-
rimagnetic model extended to three sublattices.
Such a model does not fit the diamagnetieally sub-
stituted ferrimagnetie BIG. In order to explain
the deviation from the collinear model, Geller '3

in a phenomenological explanation, assumed the
existence of canting angles in the ix on sublattices,
but did not provide a mathematical model to cal-
culate the spontaneous magnetization.

Statistical models by Gilleo and Borghese
failed to explain completely the variation of the
spontaneous magnetization with composition at
4.2 'K. From semiempirieal analyses of ex-
perimental magnetization- temperature curves of
substituted yttrium iron garnet (YIG) and GdIG,
Dionnes'7 shomed that good agreement between
theory and experiment could be obtained if the
molecular fieM coefficients mere reduced with
diamagnetic substitution. His results indicated
that a linear relationship existed between the co-
efficients and the levels of substitution and that
the effect mas probably the result of increased
canting in one sublattice caused by substitutions
in the opposing sumattice.

Nowiks'9 and Rosenemaig~o mere able to fit the
experimental results of the spontaneous magnetiza-
tion of substituted garnets at 4. 2 K by means of
a statistical model that assumes a random distribu-
tion of substituted ions. While Nowik assumed the
existence of a canting angle for the ions with only
one magnetic first neighbor, Bosenewaig assumed

a random distribution of canting angles. The ex-
perimental results fitted were mostly those of sub-
stituted YIG with only two magnetic sublattiees,

The aim of the present work was to investigate
theoretically the magnetic properties of a three-
magnetic-sublattice garnet as a function of both
diamagnetic substitution and temperature and to
compare the results with experimental data. For
these purposes Si-Ca-substituted YbIG single
crystals mere grown. The magnetic properties
of these systems were investigated and explained
theoretically. The measurements mere done on
single crystals in order to include the magnetic
anisotropy of these crystals as part of the investi-
gation.

II. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Nowiks' assumed that the diamagnetic substi-
tuted BIG ean be considered a solid solution be-
tween the diamagnetic rare-earth garnet and the
ferrimagnetie rare- earth garnet. The diamagnetic
ions are randomly distributed and the number of
magnetic neighbors of each ion in the garnet is
variable. According to the molecular field model
the temperature dependence of the magnetization
of each lattice is given by a Brillouin function and
one has to consider all the possible interactions
due to the random distribution of the magnetic ions.
Aeeording to Rosencwaig' we must also consider
the distribution of canting angles.

The Si-Ca-substituted YbIG, with the formula
of fYbg 9 @Ca Bio ~) [Fe2] (Fes „Si„)O,~, has diamag-
netic substitutions in sites (c) and (d). The com-
position and temperature dependence of the spon-
taneous magnetization of these garnets is given in
p,~ units by

M, (x, r) = i5, (x)c,(x, r) —IOn. (x)o.(x, r)

—5.O35s.(x)c.(x, r), (I)
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where n, (x) is the concentration of magnetic ions
in site i, e, (x, T) is the mean magnetization per
ion in site z, and the value of 5.035 p~ is taken
for the magnetgpatyon of 3~3+ ions 11

In our case, we have

n, (x}= —,'(3- x), n, (x}=-,'(2. 9- x), and n, (x) = 1.
(2)

Considering the interactions of each magnetic ion
with only its nearest and next nearest neighbors,
the temperature dependence of the meanmagnetiza-
tion of each site 0& is given by-

e,(x, T)=f P„(m, x)cosy, (m, x)a, , (z, (m, x, T)),
m+0

eu(«T)=~ &«(m «)cosA(m «)&s.s(za(m x

e,(x, T)=f 0 P~(m, x)P (m„x)cosp, (m, x)

(3)

The number of neighbors in the garnet used in the
calculations is

N,~= 6, N~o = 8, N@, = 4,

N~=4, N~=2, N~=4.
The arguments of the Brillouin functions in (3)

ax'8

XB,., (m, m„x, T),
where B,(z) is the Briiiouin function of spin s and
argument z and P&~(m) is the probability that of
N, z neighbors j of ion in site i, m are diamagnetic
and is given by

I „(m) = .
"

I n, " (1-n,)".
m)

z(m, x, T) = (2/kT)[(N~- m}J«sse~(x, T) cosP(m, x) + A'g ss e(x, T) cosf(m, x)],
z~(m, x, T) = (2/kT)[(N~+«s, st~(x, T) cosQ~(m, x) + (N« m) Z«s-~s~e~(x, T) cops, ( mx)],

z,(m, m„x, T) = (2/kT) [(X,,—m)Z«s, s„e,(x, T}cosy,(m, x)+(N„—m, )Z„s,s,e,(x, T) cosC, (m, x),

where J,&
is the exchange parameter of the inter-

action between the spin of the ion in site j and the
spin of the ion in site j. We took, in the calcula-
tion,

—s, =sq=2. 5, s,=-0.5.

In (3) and (6), following Dionnee and Rosencwaig, '0

we took into consideration that the spins in sites
{c}and [a] deviate from the mean direction of mag-
netization by a canting angle p...(m), due to the
diamagnetic substitution in site (d). No canting of
the iona in the (d) site occurs because there is no
diamagnetic substitution in the [a] site. There-
fore cosp~(m, x) = 1~

According to Rosencwaig 0 the canting angles of
spins in site [a] are given by

[s„'+(s„e,)'- as,.s„e.cose,(x)]"
~

*

I

(3)
where

s„(m) = a. 5'.,—m), s„=a. 5~... e.=z„/&..
8, is the mean canting angle of the spins in site
[a] and it is defined by formula (12) in Ref. 10.
The canting angles of the spins {c]are given by

[s',.+ (s,e,)'- as„p„e.coze.(x)]" '

where

s„(m) =a. 55„-m),

S„(«)=~.,n, fx) 0.333,

e, =z„/z.,
The value of 0.833 represents the spin of the Yb '
ion, as compared with 2. 5 for Fes'. The mean
canting angle 8, is given by

cose.(x)= 8 S„(m,x)
fft~0 cc cc

X„(x)=X.,n, (x) .
We mentioned before that we considered inter-
a,ctions with nearest- and next-nearest neighbors.
This is correct for sites [a] and (d) but the nearest
neighbor of the {c)iona are also (d} ions, followed
by [a] and {cjiona. The interactions Z,~ and Z~
are about the same magnitude and approximately
cancel one another.

For sites [a] and (d) we considered both intersite
and intrasite interactions and we also took into
account the intrasite exchange J' for the {cjsite.
We shall see later that this provides a good fit to
the experimental results.

HI. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Single crystals of the garnets Ybs 9 „CaJ3io,Fe5„,
8@Ogp& with 0&% 1.4, wex'8 grown by the flux
method. Details of growth procedure and composi-
tional analysis are described elsewhere. ' ' It
was found that some of the Bi" ions used in the
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TABLE I. Canting angles of ~.9 Bio.~Ca Fes Pi„O~&
as a function of the number of magnetic nearest neigh-
bors. (Only angles with probability higher than lfo. )

No. of
ighbors g (deg. )

1 2 3
g, (deg. )

0

0.54
0.80
0.94
1.035
1.4 4 6

2
4 22
5 27
10 43

—15
-22
-25
—28

-16 —38

0
0

I

200
I

300

FIG. 1. Spontaneous magnetization of YbIG: line, cal-
culated with parameters of Eq. 53); point, experimental
results of Geller (Ref. 15).

flux entered into the crystals in concentrations of
about 3 at. $. A similar result was reported earlier
by Nielsen. ~4 Due to the relatively large ionic
radius of Bi and Ca, these ions go io the (c] sites
of the garnet. The Si" ion with a small radius goes
into the (d) sites. Therefore, the formula of the
garnet can be written as {Yb~ 9,Bip g Ca ]' [Fey]
(Fe, pi, )0,3.

The magnetization of the grown crystals was
measured with a null-coil-pendulum magnetometer,
in magnetic fields between 2. 5 and 15 KOe at tem-
peratures between 4.2 and 295'K. Due to the high
anisotropy of the crystals the measurements were
made along defined crystallographic directions.
The easy direction is [ill] in all measured crys-
tals.

It was found that the magnetization M is linear

J.,=34; J,„=13.6, J..=3.4,

J~=2.2; J~=0.29, J~=O'K.
(13)

Figure 1 shows the experimental points of Geller"
with the curve caÃulated with the above param-
eters. The calculated compensation point was
T,~ = 6. 4 ' K as compared with T~ = 6 'K of Geller ~

and 2'~ 7 6oK of Henderson ie

with the field H over the ranges of fields and tem-
peratures involved. The spontaneous magnetization
was determined by extrapolation of the M-vs-8
curve to zero field.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Exchange Parameters

In order to calculate the temperature dependence
of the spontaneous magnetization we have to know
the values of the exchange parameters. These
parameters were calculated by fitting Egs. (1) and
(3) to the experimental results ot' the spontaneous
magnetization of pure YbIG, obtained by Geller
et al. The following parameters were obtained:

emu
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FIG. 2. Spontaneous magnetiza-
tion of ~.9~Bi().~Ca„Fe5+i„Oim, in
direction [111]:points, experimen-
tal results; lines, calculated curves.
l-x=0.54; 2-@=0.80 3-@=0.94.
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TABLE II. Spontaneous magnetization Mp of
9 Bip gCa+eg Sl Ogg, at 4, 2 'I (inpsunlts) ~

Mp calculated
Mp

Noel Gilleo Nowik Rosencwaig expt.

10

0.54
0.80
0.95
1.035
1.40

1.65 0.35
2.55 0.85
2.90 1.07
3.00 1.27
0.45 1.92

1.38
2.09
2.47
2.72
3.62

1.38
2.08
2.46
2.69
3.38

1.38
2.08
2.38
2.68
3.31

Without canting.

0
0

g

50 100 150 200 250 T;K

FIG. 3. Spontaneous magnetization of
Ybg 9 Bip gCa Feg+i Ogg ~ in direction [111]:points, ex-
perimental results; lines, calculated curves. 1-x
=1.035, 2-%=1.4.

B. Spontaneous Magnetization

The spontaneous magnetization of the Si-Ca-sub-
stituted YbIG crystals could be calculated using
Eqs. (1) and (3), with the exchange parameters ob-
tained above and the number of neighbors given by
Eq. (5). The diamagnetic substitution could change
the exchange parameters by changing the length of
the bonds M-o, M -0, and the angle between the two
bonds M-O-M, , M and M,.being two magnetic ca-
tions. These quantities are changed very little in
our case, as it results from the changes in the
unit-cell dimensions of the garnets. We assumed,
therefore, that the exchange parameters are the
same for all substituted YbIG crystals and made
the calculations with the parameters obtained
from pure YbIG.

Equations (3) are implicit equations of the a, 's
at each temperature. The solution of the 0&'s was
calculated between 0 and 300'K, at each degree,
using an iteration method. We started with a, = ap
=a, = 1 at O'K, and at each temperature T we
started the iterations by taking a, (T)= a, (T - 1),
where a, (T —1) is the solution of Eqs. (3) at tem-
perature T —1. The calculated curves of the spon-
taneous magnetization of the Si.-Ca-substituted
YbIG are shown together with the experimental re-
sults in Figs. 2 and 3. It may be seen from these
figures that good agreement is obtained between
the calculated curves and the experimental results
for each crystal investigated, justifying our as-
sumption that the J&& remain unchanged with dia-
magnetic substitution.

Table I shows the canting angles of the spins in
sites [a] and (cj which contribute to the spontaneous

magnetization, i. e. , which have a probability
higher than 1%. The canting angles are shown as
a function of the number of the nearest neighbors
of the respective ions. Table II shows a compari-
son between the experimental values of the spon-
taneous magnetization at 4. 2 'K and the values cal-
culated according to the different models men-
tioned in Sec. I. It can be seen that the best fit to
the experimental results is given by the statisti-
cal model. of the molecular field with a distribution
of canting angl. es. From columns 3 and 4 it can be
seen that from x about 1, one gets significant dif-
ferences between the canted spin model and the
statistical collinear model. This results from the
values of the canting angles as shown in Table I.
It should also be mentioned that these differences
increase with increasing temperatures and in-
creasing values of x. From Figs. 2 and 3 one can
conclude that the statistical model with canted
spins provides a good explanation of the experi-
mental results.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Using the statistical model of the molecular
field with the assumption of a random distribution
of canting angles, we explained the spontaneous
magnetization of garnet crystals of the type
Ybg 9 Bip,Ca„Fe, pi,0,9 for temperatures be-
tween 4. 2 and 295 'K and for 0 & x ~1.4. The
spontaneous magnetization was calculated for all val-
ues of x, with the exchange parameters of pure YbIG.

Note added in proof. Preliminary Mossbauer
results obtained by Professor I. Nowik, from the
giebrew University, show that substituted ions with
different charges do not distribute at random but
are distributed to maintain charge equilibrium.
The statistics have to be revised accordingly, es-
pecially if one makes larger substitutions.
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The magnetic moments of the single-crystal garnets Yb3Ga„Fe5 „0», with 0&x &3.75, have been

determined between 4,2 and 295'K, in magnetic fields up to 15 kOe. Using the

statistical-molecular-field model, the temperature dependence of the spontaneous magnetization of
Ga-substituted ytterbium iron garnet (YbIG) could be explained for all compositions for temperatures

lower than 0.7T~, where T& is the Curie temperature of the crystal. The theoretical fit to the

experimental results was obtained using the exchange parameters of YbIG.

I. INTRODUCTION

In Paper I, ' we explained the spontaneous mag-
netization of diamagnetic-substituted ytterbium
iron garnet (YbIG) with diamagnetic substitution
in only one site of the iron. %'e investigated the

~g 9 x~Q ~ 1CWFe5 xSQO12 y t m which was pre-
pared with 0&x 1.4. The aim of this work was
to investigate the spontaneous magnetization of
diamagnetically substituted YbIG for higher con-
centrations of diamagnetic ions and for simul-
taneous diamagnetic substitutions into both iron
sites.

For this purpose, Ga-substituted YbIG single
crystals were grown. The Gas' ion, which has an
ionic radius near that of Fe~, enters in both [a]
and (d) sites, with a strong preference for the (d)
site. Since the YbsGa, Fe~„Q,3 crystals with x& 2

have Curie points below room temperature, we
could investigate the magnetization properties in
the vicinity of the Curie temperature.

with

-5n, (x,)e,(x, r), ) (I)

n. (x.) = k(2 —«,), n, (x,) = Is —x,), and n, (x,) = I.

The temperature dependence of the mean mag-
netization of each site is given by

N Nfte

e,(«, r) = Z P~(m)P„(~) cosP, (m)
mao mg

&&83.5(s,(m„x, r)),

(2)

s~(x, T) = Q Q P~, (m) P~(~) cos@~(m) (2)

hedral Ga~ ions varies with x from about 0.93 for
small x to 0.60 for x= 5.~ The spontaneous mag-
netization of the garnet is given, in p,~, by

~,(x, r) = ISn, (x, )e, (x, r) —IO .(x.)o.(x, r)

H. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS xBp g(sg (mg, x, r. )),

The formula of the garnet can be written as
(Yb~][Fea „,Ga„,] (Fe~ „Ga, )Q~, with x=x, +x, ,
since the Gas+ ions substitut~ &nr Fee+ iona in both
(d) and [a] sites. The fraction f= x~/x of the tetra-

o, (x, T) = Q P„(m) cosP, (m) Bo,(x, (m, x, T)),

with the arruments of the Brillouin functions


